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ON AN INTERPOLATION INEQUALITYAND
ITS APPLICATIONS TO NONLINEARELLIPTIC EQUATIONS
NEIL S. TRUDINGER
Abstract.
We discuss the application of a nonlinear interpolation inequality involving Holder norms to the estimation of derivatives of solutions of second order
nonlinear elliptic equations.

In this note we indicate how various derivative estimates for solutions of nonliner
second order elliptic differential equations follow directly from certain Holder
estimates by means of an interpolation technique introduced by the author in [13].
In particular, we provide alternative proofs of gradient estimates for divergence
structure equations due to Ladyzhenskaya and Ural'tseva [4]; for equations in two
variables due to Von Wahl [15] and for semilinear equations due to Tomi [10] and

Troianiello [11].
To formulate the interpolation result, we let Í2 denote a bounded domain in
Euclidean n space R" and, for a vector function w g [Ck(Q,)]N, k ^ 0, define the
usual weighted Holder seminorms
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where dx = dist(x, 3ñ), dxx = min(dx, dr). The following lemma now arises from
the proof of the second derivative estimates in [13, Theorem 6.1].

Lemma 1. Let w G [0(Q)]N
have
(1)

and suppose that for any ball B = BR(y) c c fi we

[Dw]*a:B^<j>(MxR)(\+Mx)
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where 0 < a < 1, M, = |£>vf|0;S and 4> is a nondecreasing function. Then for any
y G fi, Dv^y) can be estimated in terms of a, $, dv and the modulus of continuity of w
on fi. In particular, for any s > 0 and ß G (0,1), we have the estimate

(2)

[H*o

< C{* + diamfi + sl-^{[w]$;a)1/P}

where C depends on a, ß and (¡>(s).

Proof. Since (2) is not formulated explicitly in [12], we repeat the proof details
here. Suppose first that the ball B is chosen so that M, fi < s, so that by (1) we have

Mf.«;,<2l +>(j)(A+Mf;,).
Hence by the Holder space interpolation inequality [2, Lemma 6.35], [w]*.B
«S C(R + \w\0.B) and, in particular, \Dw(y)\ < C(l + Ä_1M0;B), where C =
C(a, <¡>(s)). By replacing w by w — w(y), we can assume without loss of generality
that w(y) = 0. Consequently,
\w\o-.B< (R/(dy-R))ß[w]ß.a

for any ß g (0,1), and hence
(3)

\Dw(y)\ < C{\ + R'-l(dy

- R)-ß[W]p..Q}.

The proof is now completed by appropriate choice of the ball B = BR(y). Suppose
that [w]x*a ^ s and choosey so that

dy\Dw(y)\>[w]ta/2
and then choose R = s/4\Dw(y)\. Clearly, the condition MXR < s is satisfied and,
moreover, dv > 2fi. Substituting for R in the estimate (3) then yields (2). The first
assertion is clear from inspection of the above procedure.
D
Let us now consider some applications.

I. Quasilinear equations. Consider second order elliptic equations of the general
form
(4)

Qu " a'J(x, u, Du)DtJu + b{x, u, Du) = 0

under the structure conditions: for all x g fi, M0 > 0, \z\ < M0,p G R",

(5)

X|||2 < a'J(x, z, p)Uj

< A|||2

(6)

\b(x,z,p)\^X[p0\p\

+ g),

for all ¿ g R";

where X, A and p0 g R+ and g g L"(fi) depend on M0. A Holder estimate for
solutions in the Sobolev space H/2"(fi) was derived in [6,12], following the basic
work of Krylov and Safonov [3]. This estimate may be expressed as follows:

(7)

[«]*«,<

C{M0 + d\\g\\rW),

where M0 = \u\0.a, d = diamfi and a and C are positive constants depending only
on n, A/X and p0M0. Furthermore, an estimate of the form (1) with w = u and
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(¡>(t) = const. (1 + |r|) holds in each of the following cases:
(i) Equations in two variables. If n = 2 and g g L*(fi) for some q > 2, then by
the classical Holder derivative estimate of Morrey (see [2, Chapter 12]),
(8)

[Du]*a,B ^ K(\ + MXR)(\ + Mx)

where a depends only on A/X and K depends on A/X, p0, q and dx~n/q\\g\\L<,IQy
Consequently, Lemma 1 provides a gradient estimate, originally due to Von Wahl
[15], which we may write in the form

(9)

\Du(y)\<c

for any ball B = BR(y) g fi, where C depends on A/X, p0d, q, dl~2/q\\g\\q and
supB|u|/fi.
(ii) Equations

in divergence form. Now let us assume that Q has the divergence

form

(10)

Qu = div^(x, u, Du) + B(x, u, Du)
= A'Fj D,,u
+ A¡,Dm
+ A\-*■/+ B
'J
*
i

and that, as well as (5) being satisfied, we have the stronger version of (6),
(11)

\p\\A2\,\Ax\,\B\^X(p.0\p\2

+ g)

where g g L?(fi) for some q > n. As for the two variable situation, the De
Giorgi-Nash Holder estimates for linear elliptic equations (see [2, Chapters 8, 13])
yield an estimate of the form (8) with constants a and K depending additionally on
n. Again we deduce immediately from Lemma 1 the gradient estimate of Ladyzhenskaya and Ural'tseva [4] for solutions u g W22(ti), namely for any ball

B = BR(y)cSl,

(12)

\Du(y)\*c

where C depends on n, A/X, p0d, q, dl~"/q\\g\\
and supfi|«|/fi.
to this estimate are given in [2,5 and 14].
(iii) Semilinear equations. For equations of the form

(13)

Qu = a'J(x)Diju

Other approaches

+ b(x, u, Du) = 0,

with principal coefficients a'J g C°(fi), satisfying (5) and (6) with g g L^fi),
q > n, the estimate (8) for solutions u g W2-*(fl) arises directly from the interior Lp
estimates and the Sobolev imbedding theorem (see [2, Theorem 7.17, 9.11]). In this
case the Holder exponent a is equal to 1 — n/q, if q < oo, while the constant K
depends on n, A/X, p0, q, dl~"/q\\g\\
and the modulus of continuity of the
coefficient matrix [a'1]. We then obtain by Lemma 1 the gradient estimate

(14)

\Du(y)\^C

for any ball B = BR(y) C fi, where now C depends on n, A/X, q, p()d, dl~"/q\\g\\l/,
supfl|w|/fi and the moduli of continuity of the functions a'1. Furthermore,
by
utilizing again the Holder estimate (7), we see that (14) extends to more general
equations

(15)

Qu = a'J(x, u)D

u + b(x, u. Du) = 0
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with a'7 g C°(fi XR). These gradient estimates correspond to those established by
Tomi [10] and Troianiello [11]. In this case the application of an interpolation
method was also indicated by Lieberman [8]. We also point out that, in each of the
last two cases, the Holder estimate (7) extends to g g Lq(ü) for q > n/2 and, of
course, by virtue of the divergence structure theory [2,5], we may take u g L°°(fi) n

Wia(Q) in case (ii).
Corresponding global estimates follow by modifying the above approach at the
boundary or by direct utilization of the form of the estimate (9), (12), (14), whence
all we need in addition is a Lipschitz estimate at the boundary. In particular, if 3fi
satisfies a uniform exterior sphere condition and u = </>continuously on 8fi for some
</>G C1,1(fi), we infer the global estimate

(16)

sup \Du\ < C
a

in each of the above cases, where C depends on n, A/X, p0, q,ü,
( < M0) and, in case (iii), the modulus of continuity of [a'J].

\\g\\q, supQ|«|

2. Fully nonlinear equations. We pass now to consider the estimation of second
derivatives of solutions of nonlinear equations of the general form

(17)

F[u] = F(x, u,Du, D2u) = 0

under the structure conditions: for all x g fi, Mx > 0, \z\ + \p\ < Mx, r g S",

(18)
(19)

\|||2<firij(^,z,p,r)^<A|¿|2
\Fx,Fz(x,z,p,r)\^x(iix\r\2

foralUGR";
+ gx),

\Fp(x,z,p,r)\^ \(pi\r\+ fa),
where X, A, p, g R+ and g, g L"(fi) depend on Mx. Second derivative Holder
estimates may be obtained in each of the following two cases:
(i) Equations in two variables. By applying Morrey's estimate to the differentiated
equation, we obtain the estimate (8) with u replaced by Du for u G C3(fi) and
g, G Lq(ü) for some q > 2. Consequently, Lemma 1 yields a second derivative
bound for u in terms of |w|la;rj for any a > 0. But then under the further hypothesis

(20)

\F(x,z,p,0)\<g(x),

g&L",

for all x g fi, |z| + |p| < Af,, we infer, by Morrey's estimate again,

(21)

\D2u(y)\<C

for any ball B — BR(y) c fi, where C depends on A/X, px, q, \\g, g,|| ,diamfi,
Mx = \u\x and supB\Du\/R. By means of differencing (rather than differentiation),
the bound (21) extends to solutions u g Cu(fi).
(ii) Concave operators. In the situation considered in [13], the function F was
concave with respect to the r variables, and its second derivatives (except for Frr)
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subject to natural conditions with respect to r. In fact, these conditions
combined into a single structure condition of the form

(22)

^

Y,Yj< X^flH'lz/

can be

+ H(|Z2|2 + \ZX\|Z3|) + |Z2| |Z3|)
+g2(\zx\2+ \z2\z)+ fa\Zx\\Z3\)

for all x G fi, |z| + |p| < Mx,r^ S", Y = (Z„ Z2, Z3), Zx g R" + 1, Z2 g R", Z3 g
S", where X, p2 g R+ and g2 > 0 g L"(fi) depend on Mx. Following the argument
of [13, Theorem (6.1)], we now conclude a Holder bound for second derivatives of
the form
(23)

[Z)2i/]* B < K(\ + M2R)2(1 + M2)

where M2 = supB\D2u\, a depends only on n, A/X, and K depends also on p,, p2,
Mi = l"li;n. i,diamß,
\\gx\\q,Q, ||g2L;a for q > n. Hence, Lemma 1 yields an
interior bound for D2u in terms of [Z>m]*;í¡for ß > 0. The latter quantity can be a
priori bounded [13, Theorem 5.1] if we restrict (19) slightly, by requiring also

(24)

|Fj,|Fj^X(£|r|2

+ g)

where g g L"(fi) and e is a positive number depending only on n, A/X, Mv
Consequently, under the structural hypotheses (18), (19), (22), (24), we obtain for
solutions w g C2(fi), an interior estimate

(25)

\D2u(y)\<C

for any ball B = BR(y) c fi, where C depends on A/X, n, px, p2, diamfi, q, \\gx\\q,
\\gy gi\\n> Mx (= |w|,) and supB|Dw|/fi.

The bound (25) also extends to solutions

U G CU(ñ).

We point out that if (20) holds for bounded g, then the full gradient Du may be
replaced by D'u = (Dxu,...,Dn_lu)
in the quantity supB\Du\/R in the estimates
(21), (25). As a result, these estimates extend to global second derivative estimates if,
for example, 3fi g C3 and m/3£2g C3 [13, Theorem 7.3]. Conditions ensuring
interior and global gradient bounds, as well as other approaches to (25), are treated

in the papers [1,9,13].
Finally, let us remark that the interpolation lemma can be readily extended to
cover parabolic problems, with the above estimates all having parabolic analogues.
Also, it may be used to deduce global derivative bounds under appropriate oblique
derivative boundary conditions (as considered, for example, in [5,7,9]) in each of the
above situations.
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